Abstract: Big Data, as a new paradigm, has forced both researchers and industries to rethink data management techniques which has become inadequate in many contexts. Indeed, we deal everyday with huge amounts of collected data about user suggestions and searches. These data require new advanced analysis strategies to be devised in order to profitably leverage this information. Moreover, due to the heterogeneous and fast changing nature of these data, we need to leverage new data storage and management tools to effectively store them. In this paper, we analyze the effect of user searches and suggestions and try to understand how much they influence a user's social environment. This task is crucial to perform efficient identification of the users that are able to spread their influence across the network. Gathering information about user preferences is a key activity in several scenarios like tourism promotion, personalized marketing, and entertainment suggestions. We show the application of our approach for a huge research project named D-ALL that stands for Data Alliance. In fact, we tried to assess the reaction of users in a competitive environment when they were invited to judge each other. Our results show that the users tend to conform to each other when no tangible rewards are provided while they try to reduce other users' ratings when it affects getting a tangible prize.
Introduction
Big Data [1] is nowadays the leading paradigm both for research and industrial applications. Many platforms and tools have been proposed for innovative data analysis for managing huge amounts of data [2] [3] [4] . These new approaches are guided by the need shared by both researchers and industries to rethink storage and analysis techniques in order to deal with the massive data that are continuously generated at faster rates and showing a really heterogeneous nature [5] . As a matter of fact, the Big Data revolution has been guided by the continuous advances of the web technologies which make available complex and powerful data providers having very efficient connections. As an example, applications such as Uber, Facebook or Twitter attract millions of users. The peculiar features of such application can be summarized as: Uber: ridesharing domain, Twitter/Facebook: Social Network/Micro-Blogging domain, Dropbox: File storage domain, Craigslist: Sales domain. It is worth noting that all of these approaches fuel the so-called sharing economy. Indeed, the definition of new data analysis models and tools based on artificial intelligence and machine learning is mandatory for a more efficient monitoring of data flows. From a practical point of view, this can favour more democratic, secure forms of sharing economy, better management of digital rights and new user-focused and fair-payment models of social participation.
Unfortunately, this information is generated by quite heterogeneous sources and exhibit different formats and semantic [6] . However, this information contains "gold nuggets" about user behavior, their opinions about product and services and the way they interact each other. Thus, there is a continuous demand (shared by researcher and industries) for new algorithms that could allow a deep understanding of user preferences and their interaction patterns with complex systems.
To this end in [7] , we described a collaborative network that allows users to cooperate with each other getting high performance task execution (by partitioning complex tasks in smaller and easier subtasks) while saving money. Indeed, we allow the use of computing capabilities and skills that would be wasted otherwise. Moreover, as the subtasks assigned to users may consist of processes whose result is the definition of specific features for a context (e.g., deciding whether a restaurant is better than another), we need to deal with controversial or inconsistent data. Thus, we devised some proper data manipulation strategies in order to make data as much reliable as possible. This step will allow us to effectively evaluate the user's cooperation and their behavior.
In more detail, in Figure 1 , we show our Peer To Peer (P2P) system for user cooperation. Our platform is rather flexible, thus it can be leveraged for every complex task that can be partitioned in subtasks. As a first step, in order to participate in the network, users have to install the Coremuniti server (NSA (Node Server Agent) in Figure 1 ) in order to set the type of task and the resources they are able to solve, when solving a task, users (referred in what follows as resource providers) will be rewarded with credits to be spent on the network. Users who may need help to perform complex tasks should run the client tool (referred as NCA (Node Client Agent) in Figure 1 . In order to ask for task computation on the network, users need to meet one of the following constraints: (1) they previously participated in network activities as providers and had been rewarded with a sufficient amount of credits or (2) they pay for the service. For the sake of efficiency, we partition the bigger tasks into smaller subtasks that can be easily managed by resource providers.
When a set of providers outputs a subtask, it is checked for correctness leveraging a ranking system based on users' mutual judgment; if the output is correct, we reward the participating peers. Details of this strategy are beyond the scope of this paper and are described in [7] .
As user involvement is crucial, we reward users based on their effectiveness and quality of the provided results. In more detail, we allow users requesting task execution to evaluate the quality of the results provided by resource providers. Since the correctness of the task to be performed is a decision-making problem (e.g., deciding whether given decision is correct or assigning a given job a rank against others) that can be influenced by other users [8] , we need to provide a soundness guarantee. In particular, in literature, several approaches have been proposed for measuring the influence that users have on each other in several scenarios like leisure suggestions [9, 10] or large social environments [11] . Indeed, a work somehow closely related to ours falls in the category of non-progressive influence analysis.
Indeed, in the seminal work [12] , the authors demonstrate how to reduce the non-progressive influence maximization problem to the progressive case by modifying the original graph under specific assumption. Since in a non-progressive process a node can switch between states indefinitely (in our case, a user can be assigned to different tasks each time s/he joins the network), the classical target function of influence maximization under progressive models (i.e., the one trying to maximize the expected number of influenced nodes), can not be exploited in the non-progressive scenario. Thus, Ref. [13] suggests a new target function that maximizes the total time during which nodes are using a product by discrete-time non-progressive model that leverages the idea in [12] .
In order to properly manage the issues discussed above, we propose an approach based on the analysis of network dynamics by Exponential Graph Random Models (EGRM) [14] . In particular, we aim at evaluating the maximum likelihood of the features (i.e., parameters) that are relevant for task assignment (e.g., the rank achieved by those users). In more detail, we leverage EGRM for the analysis of relative liking judgments among users, and for modelling the revenue flow generated by user interactions. Unfortunately, the maximum likelihood evaluation is computationally hard even for small sized scenarios. In this paper, we will describe two approaches for sampling data that overcome the problem mentioned above: (1) Metropolis Hastings sampling and (2) Clustering based sampling.
We analyze what happens with users' search preferences when they are aware of other people's choices. This case could often arise in social environments or crowd based systems where people usually post their activities. In more detail, we considered a group of users involved in a research project and we let them know mutual preferences on some topics. After that, we analyzed user search strategies after a rewarding plan has been started, i.e., we give some credits to those people that suggested some useful search directions to other users (initially, they are not aware of them). We analyzed the network dynamics using two different approaches: the first one based on Exponential Random Graph Model (ERGM) to model the interactions, and a second one based on clustering for grouping users. Our goal is to identify profitable links for spreading search dimensions as this information can be leveraged by decision makers in order to design effective marketing campaigns or other activities based on user influence.
To properly measure the above-mentioned network dynamics, we compute three values proposed in [15] and briefly described in the following.
1. Global Nonconformity (GNC): in many settings where a user observe the rankings ofothers, it has been shown in literature that this will influence its rank causing his/her own rankings to conform with others; 2. Local Nonconformity (LNC): these parameters model the case of a user i ranking a user j that is influenced only by users ranked above j; 3. Deference Aversion (DA): this parameter is the most intriguing in our context. The abovementioned parameters deal with the mutual adjustment among raters regarding their relative assessments of third parties. In our framework, however, higher rankings are associated with positive evaluation (thus higher rewards), such that being ranked below others is aversive. Thus, if user l ranks j above i and i ranks l above j, i is ranking herself below l. As a consequence, deference aversion may lead i to resist ranking l above j.
Data Preparation
As we mentioned above, we may need to deal with inconsistent data (as users may assign different interpretations, thus different score meaning, to a specific feature) or we may need the informative content to be provided to users. Indeed, data coming from the crowd require a great effort to be managed as they could be quite uncertain [16] or biased [17] . Indeed, we can refer to these data as incomplete data, thus requiring proper pre-elaboration prior to their analysis. In what follows, we briefly describe two approaches we leveraged in our system.
Dealing with Incomplete and Inconsistent Data
Reasoning in the presence of inconsistent information is a problem that has attracted a great deal of interest in the AI and database communities. Many inconsistency-tolerant semantics for query answering have been proposed, and most of them rely on the notions of consistent query answer and repair. Intuitively, a repair is a "maximal" consistent subset of the facts of the knowledge base. A consistent answer to a query is a query answer that is entailed by every repair. Since there could be many repairs, finding certain answers is most commonly in coNP in data complexity, and it is very often coNPhard, even for conjunctive queries [18, 19] . For this reason, different approximation strategies to compute a sound but possibly incomplete set of consistent query answers in polynomial time have been developed.
Consistent query answering was first proposed in [20] . Query answering under various inconsistency-tolerant semantics for ontologies expressed in DL languages has been studied in [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , and in [28] [29] [30] [31] for ontologies expressed by fragments of Datalog+/-. Several notions of maximality for a repair have been considered in [32] . An approach for the approximation of consistent query answers from above and from below have been proposed in [27] . In [33] , an approach based on three-valued logic to compute a sound but possibly incomplete set of consistent query answers has been proposed. All of the approaches above adopt the most common notion of repair, where whole facts are removed. This can cause a loss of information, and it might well be the case that only a few of the facts' attributes are involved in inconsistencies, leading to a significant loss of useful data.
There have also been different proposals adopting a notion of repair that allows values to be updated [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Recently, a new approach based on the value updates has been proposed in [39] . Its repair strategy behaves similar to the one of [34, 36, 37] in that values on the right-hand side of functional dependencies (FDs) are updated. However, those works focus on FDs only, whereas [39] allows much more general constraints. Moreover, Ref. [39] introduces the notion of a universal repair, which compactly represents all repairs and can be used for exact/approximate query answering. Consistent query answering in this framework is coNP-complete (data complexity), while the approximation algorithm provides a sound (but possibly incomplete) set of consistent query answers in polynomial time. The repair strategy in [39] can be seen as an instance of the value-based family of policies proposed in [40] , even though the two approaches differ in how multiple dependencies are handled, and they focus on FDs only. In [38] , numerical databases and a different class of (aggregate) constraints have been considered.
Approximation algorithms for computing sound but possibly incomplete sets of query answers in the presence of nulls have been also proposed in [41] [42] [43] [44] , but no dependencies are considered therein, and thus the database is assumed to be consistent.
The coarse-grained classification of facts into two classes (namely, consistent and non-consistent ones) does not provide much information about the non-consistent facts (e.g., a fact may be entailed by 99 out of 100 repairs). There has been some work on probabilistic query answering on inconsistent knowledge bases [37, 45, 46] that define probabilistic guarantees for query answers. The [45] considers primary keys only and a repair strategy based on fact deletions; [37] considers a restricted class of functional dependencies and a repair strategy based on fact updates, but none of them deal with approximating query answers. The most recent proposal [46] employs a repair strategy based on fact deletions (and insertions) and deals with more general dependencies and approximation schemes. We applied different ideas presented in this work in our system.
Universal solution and chase algorithm. Computing solutions in data exchange, and computing certain answers in data integration and in a possibly inconsistent knowledge base can be solved by exhibiting a universal model. Roughly speaking, a model for a database and a set of dependencies is a finite instance that includes the database and satisfies the dependencies. A universal model is a model that can be "mapped" to every other model-in a sense, it represents the entire space of possible models. Universal models are slight generalizations of universal solutions in the data exchange setting [47] , and can be used to compute them. Moreover, the certain answers to a conjunctive query in the presence of dependencies can be computed by evaluating the query over a universal model (rather than considering all models). Other applications of universal models (e.g., dependency implication and query containment under dependencies) can be found in [48] . The computation of universal models can be done by means of the fixpoint chase algorithm, when it terminates [48] . The execution of the chase involves inserting tuples possibly with null values to satisfy tuple generating dependencies (TGDs), and replacing null values with constants or other null values to satisfy equality generating dependencies (EGDs). Specifically, the chase consists of applying a sequence of steps, where each step enforces a dependency that is not satisfied by the current instance. It might well be the case that multiple dependencies can be enforced and, in this case, the chase picks one non deterministically. Different choices lead to different sequences, some of which might be terminating, while others might not. Unfortunately, checking whether the chase terminates is an undecidable problem [48] . To cope with this issue, several "termination criteria" have been proposed, that is, (decidable) sufficient conditions ensuring chase termination. Some recent works can be found in [49, 50] .
Enriching the Data: Data Posting
One of the most important features of Data Posting recently introduced in [51] is the improvement of data exchange between the sources and the target database. The idea is to adapt the well-known Data Exchange techniques to the new Big Data management and analysis challenges we find in real world scenarios.
First of all, the Data Posting approach allows for avoiding the introduction of null values due to the presence of existential quantifiers in the mapping rules (the so called, Source to Target Generating Dependencies) choosing in a smart way the values to be inserted. The choice of the appropriate values is made on the basis of the directions specified in the framework. Intuitively, the candidate values can be extracted thanks to the data mining techniques, while the selection rules can be expressed using the count constraints [52] . In more detail, the source database is enriched with additional tables, called domain relations, that can be used to perform the non deterministic choice among some value sets. In addition, "count constraints" are used to select the most appropriate values (i.e., those that are supported by at least a certain number of occurrences) [51] .
The problem of finiteness of the Target database is well known in the context of Data Exchange. As discussed in the previous section, the existence of existential quantifiers in the mapping rules and their replacement with null values can create situations in which the finiteness property of the Target database could not be satisfied. The Data Posting framework selects the actual values from a finite set of candidates, ensuring the finiteness of the Target database. Obviously, the solution thus obtained could also not be universal as it represents a specific choice. However, it is worth noticing that, in the context of Big Data, we are often interested in the discovery of new knowledge and the overall analysis of the data and some attributes of the target tables can be created for storing the discovered values. Thus, the choice of concrete values can be seen as a first phase of data analysis that solves uncertainties by enriching the information contents of the whole system.
In order to illustrate the use of this approach in our system, we provide two toy examples that will make clear the wide applicability of the approach. Example 1. Consider the sources S 1 and S 2 describing the user's profiles by relations P 1 (I, N, V) and P 2 (I, N, V), respectively, with attributes I (profile's identifier), N (attribute's name) and V (attribute's value). Suppose also to have a relation C(I 1 , I 2 , L) that contains the information about a profile's compatibility in the above-mentioned relations. In particular, the first two attributes contain a profile's identifiers from tables S 1 and S 2 , respectively, whereas L represents the level of compatibility of these profiles.
In order to enrich entities of the source S 1 with some "relevant" attributes from the source S 2 , we can set the following rules: An attribute combination name-value (n 2 , v 2 ) taken from the source S 2 is added to the profile with identifier i 1 if it is "supported" by at least 10 profiles of the source S 2 with a percentage of compatibility towards i 1 at least 50%.
This situation can be modeled in our setting as follows. The relations P 1 , P 2 and C can be considered as source relations. D is a domain relation composed of values 0 and 1. The target relations are:
• A(I 1 , I 2 , N 2 , V 2 ) stores the information of the profile from P 2 , whose compatibility level with some profile in P 1 is at least 50%.
• Add(I 1 , N 2 , V 2 , Flag) stores the combinations name-value taken from P 2 and the decision to add this couple to the profile from P 1 , represented by means of Flag attribute: 0 (not add) and 1 (add).
The source to target dependencies are
where all variables are universally quantified. The fact that D is domain relation and its presence in the body of the second constraint express that only one value between 0 and 1 can be chosen for each triple (i 1 , n 2 , v 2 ) in the relation Add.
The following count constraints guarantee that all combinations name-value (n 2 , v 2 ) "supported" by at least 10 profiles in the relation P 2 with a percentage of compatibility towards i 1 at least 50% are added to i 1 , whereas the combinations that do not satisfy the above-mentioned property are not added to i 1 :
Intuitively, # is an interpreted function symbol for computing the cardinality of a set, lowercase and uppercase letters denote variables that are respectively universally and existentially quantified.
In order to choose for the same attribute only one value "supported" by at least 10 profiles in the relation P 2 with a percentage of compatibility towards i 1 at least 50%, the second constraint must be substituted by the following one, where anonymous variables, denoted by an underscore, are used to define a relation projection:
By adding to the set of {1, 2 } constraint 3 reported below, we can also specify that the added value must be the most supported one:
Example 2. Suppose having the description of the user ratings (that we call comments) stored in the relation C(U, N, V) with attributes U (user identifier), N (argument of rating) and V (rating value). Suppose having a relation T(U 1 , U 2 , L) that represents the trust level L of user U 2 for the user U 1 . In order to suggest to the user some "relevant" comments, we can set the following rules: a comment (n, v) is suggested to the user u if it is "supported" by at least 20 users whose trust level towards u is greater than 70%.
This situation can be modeled in the data posting setting as follows. The relations C and T can be considered as source relations. D is domain relation composed by values 0 and 1. The target relations are:
• A(U 1 , U 2 , N, V) auxiliary relation that stores the comments for users with compatibility level greater than 70%.
• S(U, N, V, Decision) stores the decision to suggest the comment (N, V) to the user U, represented by means of Decision attribute: 0 (not suggest) and 1 (suggest).
where all variables are universally quantified. The fact that D is a domain relation and its presence in the body of the second constraint expresses that only one value between 0 and 1 can be chosen for each triple (u 1 , n, v) in the relation S.
The following count constrains guarantee that all comments (n, v) "supported" by at least 20 users whose trust level towards u is greater than 70% are suggested to the user u, whereas the comments that do not satisfy the above-mentioned property are not suggested to u:
As usual, # is an interpreted function symbol for computing the cardinality of a set; lowercase and uppercase letters denote variables that are respectively universally and existentially quantified.
In order to determine for the same rating argument only the most supported values in the above-mentioned choice, constraint (2) must be substituted by the following constraints:
Constraint 3 ensures that at least one value for each relevant argument is chosen, constraint 4 specifies, that this value must be maximally supported. Observe that in the case that two or more values are maximally supported for the same argument and the same user, all of these values will be suggested owing to the presence of the ≥ sign in the constraint 3. Observe that, by substituting this sign with an equal sign, we can impose the selection of only one from the maximally supported values. In the absence of additional constraints, this selection will be performed in a non-deterministic way.
Once we have properly manipulated the input data, we can assign the tasks to users (e.g., determining the quality of other user reviews). The next section is devoted to describe our approach to evaluate the user ranking behaviours.
ERGM Sampling
As mentioned above in many scenarios, user searches (or suggestions) can be evaluated by other users. This process leads to a matrix representation of these rankings (denoted as S, in what follows). Each cell S i,j reports the value assigned to the search (or suggestion) of j by user i. Using S as a basis for computation, it is easy to compute S + that contains information about tie between i to j (i.e., S i,j > 0) and S − that reports information about no tie between i to j (i.e., R i,j = 0). We point out that nodes i and j are tied if there exists a link between them in their social environment (e.g., likes or comments on the same post).
In order to perform an effective analysis of network dynamics in our scenario, we leverage a well studied approach (which dates back to some decades ago) based on Exponential Graph Random Models (EGRM) [14] that offers better performances even against recent approaches [53] [54] [55] . ERGMs have been introduced for formulating hypotheses about social processes that might have produced empirically observed social networks. In more detail, ERGMs belong to a family of statistical models that have been introduced for social networks for analyzing the dependence assumptions underpinning hypotheses of network formation. As an example, consider the toy network reported in Figure 2 ; the graph exhibits a structure composed of two nodes having no relations with each other but sharing all of their partners; this situation is worth investigation from a social network viewpoint. The analysis can be performed by comparing the frequency of particular configurations in observed networks with their frequency in stochastic models. Dependence assumptions are based on the idea that pairs of nodes cannot be connected independently of what happens in the rest of the network; in a sense, users are influenced by the (eventual) presence or absence of specific users and their opinions.
In our scenario, when evaluating the maximum likelihood of the features (i.e., parameters) that are relevant for task assignment (e.g., the rank achieved by those users), it is crucial to take into account relative liking judgments among users. The latter analysis allows a more accurate modelling of the revenue flow generated by user interactions.
In more detail, in order to evaluate the effect of user searches, we are interested in measuring the existence of a tie (represented as a value in S). To better explain this phenomenon, we leverage important features like mean searches number, average number of obtained results, etc. In what follows, we represent such variables as z 1 (S), z 2 (S) · · · z n (S) and the model parameters by a vector θ computed as follows:
(1)
To compute the probability value P(S), we need to compute its Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLE), i.e., we need to compute:
Unfortunately, as it is easy to see from the above formula, the maximum likelihood evaluation is computationally hard even for small sized scenarios. In what follows, we will describe our approaches for sampling data that overcome the above-mentioned problem: (1) Metropolis-Hastings sampling and (2) Clustering based sampling.
Metropolis-Hastings
This algorithm tries to evaluate a probability density function F(x 1 , . . . , x n ) that is our unknown target by leveraging the values of proposal distribution P (x 1 , . . . , x n ). The output of this sampling step is a proper data partition. These samples provide a good estimates of F(x 1 , . . . , x n ) as they exhibit similar shapes. Our implementation is reported in Algorithm 1.
Based on the above strategy for sample generation, we can implement the Best Search sampling strategy reported in Algorithm 2. if jitter ≤ min(1,
end if 10: if k ≥ B then 11: Add s to S
12:
end if 13 : end for 14: return S Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Best Search sampling. Require: A set of searches to be performed y, a rank matrix X, the probability array p, an integer accU, an integer cMaxS Ensure: a sequence of k sampled nodes P = [p 1 , . . . , p k ] cCoal the current coalition of users, cPcoal the probability of the current coalition of user, tCoal the generated coalition, tPCoal the probability of the generated coalition, ST the set of generated coalition (that does not contain duplicated elements). 1: cCoal = ∅, cPcoal = 0 2: S = ∅ 3: for i = 1 to burn + It do 4: tCoal = cCoal 5: if 0 < |tCoal| < cMaxS then 6: tCoal = genericU pdate(tCoal) 19: if i > burnIt then 20: update(S, cCoal) 21: end if 22 : end for 23: return bestSearch(S, accU)
In more detail, the two steps of the algorithm work as follows. The first step is devoted to initialize the coalition by generating burn samples to be disregarded. Next, we compute it coalition that are added to S.
Function computeProb(tCoal,y) computes the probability that a task y can be executed by coalition tCoal according to the values included in matrix X tCoal as follows:
and, if no such h, k exists, and otherwise
In more detail, the definition computeProb(tCoal, y) assumes that the probability that tCoal executes y is the combination of two different independent contributions:
• the fact that |tCoal| users formed a coalition, and • the probability that the user in tCoal worked on y.
The first contribution is represented by the factor p Coal |tCoal|−1 in Equation (3), where p Coal is the probability that two randomly picked users cooperate. The second contribution is represented by the product, for each subtask i of the task y, of the probability that the users in tCoal executed the i-th sub-task of y. The latter probability is assumed to be p u if the i-th subtask of y is not evaluated (case (a) of Equation (4)), where p u is a constant representing the probability that a task has not been evaluated. In cases (b)-(e) of Equation (4), the probability that the users in tCoal executed the i-th sub-tast of y is assumed proportional to the probability that the subtask was randomly executed.
Using Clustering
The natural dynamics of social networks may result in the formation of user coalitions willing to interact with similar users. To address this issue, we leverage cluster analysis that is a powerful knowledge discovery tool widely investigated over the last several decades [56] [57] [58] . In this paper, we are interested in identifying natural clusters; thus, we leverage CLUBS + [59] , a new clustering algorithm for matrix data as the ones considered in our experiments. A complete description of the algorithm and its peculiar features are reported in [59] , while here we only mention that, as clusters are detected by CLUBS + , we can perform sampling by randomly picking up some users from each cluster and using it in our algorithms.
Experimental Evaluation

Setup
In this section, we report the results obtained on a test set of user searches collected for four months during the D-ALL project activities. In more detail, users involved in the project cooperate in evaluating different services (e.g., restaurants, art itineraries and so on) and the project goal is to extract relevant patterns from these information. We provided each user with two different options: (1) they can ask for search suggestion or (2) they can suggest search directions on request. At fixed time intervals, users may evaluate obtained results (both as consumers and providers of information) by assigning a rank ranging from 0 to 10 to their experience. As we implemented a rewarding strategy, i.e., users pay for targeted suggestions and are paid when they suggest a proper search, the effectiveness evaluation is crucial as we do not want users to pay for wrong information.
As explained in previous sections, we model our small network interactions by a random graph that is continuously updated as new links among users appear (i.e., new interactions between a pair of users). In order to better understand the information relevant to our goal, we leverage two types of analysis: the first one, referred to as cross-sectional (CS), considers only the variation occurring when data are observed while the second one considers each observation as an independent unit; thus, it is referred to as dynamic (Dyn). In order to be fair and to evaluate the influence excerpted by users each other, every participant is aware of the other's scores.
The latter results in the need to analyze factors that are endogenous, i.e., those phenomenon that may arise when users each know the rankings of others, thus causing the rankings given by user i to be influenced by other user rankings except i. To this end, we measure in what follows the values of GNC, LNC and DA.
Evaluation
In order to analyze the evolution of user search effects, we use the following statistics: overall search number performed by user; keyword total number; mean assigned keyword rank. For the sake of completeness, we use both cross-sectional and dynamic analysis combined with clustering and Metropolis-Hastings sampling.
In what follows, we summarize in tabular form the results obtained. Note that, for dynamic analysis, we compute fifteen graphs (one for each week except the first one); for the other analysis, we have 16 graphs.
We show in Table 1 the obtained values for the DA, GNC and LNC for CS and Dyn analysis when adopting M-H sampling. It is easy to observe that the values obtained for Deference Aversion have always been high since the beginning. It is worth noting that, as we start rewarding users (at week 4), the DA values further increase. In more detail, both for dynamic and cross-sectional analysis, global nonconformity is not a significant factor. The values reported for the other two factors are, on the whole, significant, but are uniformly smaller in magnitude for dynamic analysis compared to those of the corresponding weeks in the cross-sectional analysis and are less precisely estimated (as represented by uniformly greater standard errors). This is because, rather than embodying the structure of the whole network, they embody only the structure of changes in the network over the week, thus the only important value to rely on is the weekly changes of values. This means that "instant" social effects (e.g., friendship reciprocation) have been absorbed into the Week 0 observation, which is not modeled in the dynamic analysis.
Moreover, above-mentioned phenomena can be considered as a kind of social "envy": users tend to decrease the scores of other users in order to get more requests for themselves and thus get more rewards. We note that also LNC value is high while GNC is not impressive: in a sense, users tend to agree on the general topics but not on the specific ones. Similar observations can be made for all of the analysis reported in Tables 2-4 . Table 3 . Clustering based sampling and cross-sectional analysis. As a final note, we can observe that the results obtained when sampling data by clustering are slightly better. This behaviour can be explained considering that, when leveraging cluster approaches, it is more likely to obtain more homogeneous groups (i.e., group of users sharing common interests and features). Remark 1. The results reported in this section have been used for the evaluation of gain obtained by users when considering the four scenarios described above. A first evaluation can be made by observing that, for those users exhibiting low deference aversion values, executed task number increases and the rewards they get are higher. This phenomenon produces a higher satisfaction rate for tasks requesting users due to the higher accuracy of results. In what follows, we describe our assignment strategy that leverages such a result.
Week
In more detail, our assignment strategy meets two constraints: (1) overall task completion time minimization; and (2) provider and consumer of task satisfaction.
We assume a set RP = {rp 1 , . . . , rp n } of available resource providers, an assignment function λ c : RP → N × N, for matching resource providers with a tmin, tmax constraint. Herein: tmin (resp. tmax) is the minimum (resp. maximum) execution time for subtask completion.
Furthermore, we leverage a rewarding strategy that takes into account the "usefulness" of the result provided by each rp i . Indeed, let st be a subtask having a c credits value that has been assigned to rp i 1 , . . . rp i x . We order rp i 1 , . . . rp i x ascending w.r.t. their rankings based on the strategies described above and build a new sequence RP st . Obviously, those providers that fail to complete the assigned subtasks are queued to RP st based on their task completion ratio.
As soon as more than two providers output their results, we give 3c 10 of the reward to the first three listed in RP st , i.e., the ones which performed better in computing st. This choice has its rationale in what follows: we need to output the results as soon as possible, thus if the first three providers output a correct answer, we give them a higher share of the reward that has been assigned for that task. After this first step, we assign Herein: Compl(rp) is completion percentage of st performed by rp. By this step, we guarantee that all resource providers will be reward for their effort even in the case of incomplete task computation. The rationale for this choice is to encourage all the users to join the network as they get some reward even if their computational power was not adequate to solve the whole task assigned to them. The following example will clarify this issue.
Example 3.
Consider the case that a group of four resource providers RP = {rp 1 , . . . , rp 4 } was assigned to st (for the sake of readability we assume here that all users obtained the same ranking), where λ c (rp 1 ) = 1, 5 , λ c (rp 2 ) = 2, 7 , λ c (rp 3 ) = 6, 7 and λ c (rp 4 ) = 4, 8 . In this case, t = 4 and t = 7 and EC st,RP = 4 + 5 4
(1−F 3 0 (x))dx + 6 5 (1−F 3 1 (x))dx + 7 6 (1−F 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we described the use of Exponential Random Graph Models for the analysis of user influence across social networks. We exploited many interesting mathematical tools to model several psychological and social mechanisms that proved to be effective in our scenario. The ability to evaluate and compare competing approaches based on a fair mechanism proved to be adequate in our context, thus validating the use of statistical approaches for our goal. Moreover, given the current wave of interest in social networks, computationally scalable estimation is worth the investigation. We are aware that, compared to population-scale networks, the networks considered here are fairly small. However, the latter observation does not decrease the validity of our approach as ranking data of the form analyzed here is typically of interest only in specific groups or organizational settings in which all members of the network are salient since such networks are by nature fairly small. Thus, highly scalable techniques are less compelling in our setting. Nevertheless, computationally scalable estimation is an interesting challenge for future research in this area that we want to address in the next few months. In this respect, it is worth noticing that ERGMs provide an effective tool for addressing both new and classic problems in social network decision-making. The main outcome of our research is the proof of the social influence excerpt by users, each in a cooperative environment when a kind of reward is provided. In more detail, we proved that the influence tends to be negative when the reward is tangible (such as money) or positive if the reward is intangible (such as gaining popularity in an expert environment).
As a future work, we plan to investigate more scalable approaches to extend our results in a larger environment.
